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it uninsulated in water and registering the rise of tempera-
ture. No appreciable quantity of current takes the shorter
course through the water, for there is no evidence of "the
evolution of hydrogen or the oxidation of metal." A little
practice has enabled him to measure temperatures with
certainty to one-tenth of a Fahrenheit degree by stirring
"the liquid gently with a feather, and then suspending the
thermometer by the top of its stem so as to cause it to
assume a vertical position" and reading with his eye at the
level of the top of the mercury.
With this arrangement for measuring the evolution of
heat and the galvanometer calibrated electrolytically for the
measurement of electricity, he immediately arrives at his
law that the heat evolved by a current in a given time is
proportional to the resistance of the conductor multiplied
by the square of the electric intensity. His first comment
is that "the above law is of great importance. It teaches us
the right use of those instruments which are intended to
measure electric currents by the quantities of heat which
they evolve.'1 His first thought is of how the discovery
will affect the science of measurement, and is a charac-
teristic illustration of one of the chief aspects of his
mentality.
The second chapter of the paper describes the measure-
ment of heat evolved during electrolysis. He will measure
the heat produced in the cells of the battery. He carefully
allows for the heat capacity of the parts of the apparatus,
and where this cannot be calculated from tables of specific
heats he determines the requisite data by his own experi-
ments. He finds it "convenient to adopt" a "standard of
resistance" "Ten feet of copper wire, 0-024 of an inch
thick, were formed into a coil ... its resistance to con-
duction was called unity. Three experiments were made in
order to ascertain its heating power."
After the elimination of every source of heat not essentially
electrolytic, he shows "the heat which is generated in a
given time in any pair, by true voltaic action, is propor-
tional to the resistance to conduction of that pair, multiplied
by the square of the intensity of the current,"

